Lack of labeled data is one of the severest problems facing word sense disambiguation (WSD). We overcome the problem by proposing a method that combines automatic labeled data expansion (Step 1) and semisupervised learning (Step 2). The Step 1 and 2 methods are both effective, but their combination yields a synergistic effect.
INTRODUCTION
Many words have multiple senses that change depending on the context. Recently, it has been confirmed that word sense disambiguation (WSD) improves certain natural language processing (NLP) applications such as parse selection or Machine Translation [Chan et al. 2007] . In international WSD competitions such as SemEval, the many tasks that have been proposed show that WSD is a problem that is attracting a lot of interest. In this article, we experiment with the Japanese WSD task from the most recent competition, SemEval-2010 [Okumura et al. 2010] .
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Several types of methods have been proposed to compensate for this lack of labeled data. One type uses bilingual corpora and translations [Chan and Ng 2005; Zhong and Ng 2009] . At first, they linked target senses (synsets) to (Chinese) translations. Then they gathered the sentences as labeled data of the sense whose aligned Chinese word matched to the translations. This method is very effective, but its performance depends on the quality of links between target senses and its translations. Zhong and Ng [2009] proposed a method of creating the links automatically, but the performance was surpassed by manually given translations in Chan and Ng [2005] . One other concern is that it needs a bilingual corpus. Although bilingual corpus size continues to increase, it is still difficult to get one of adequate size for informal data, such as that found at Q&A sites on the World Wide Web (WWW).
Of course, we can gather monolingual corpora more easily, even for informal Web data. Two main types of methods have been proposed that use monolingual corpora to compensate for this lack of labeled data. One type is the semi-supervised learning method [Niu et al. 2005; Pham et al. 2005] or bootstrapping [Mihalcea 2002 [Mihalcea , 2004 Yarowsky 1995] .
These methods use both labeled and unlabeled data from monolingual corpora. This is beneficial because unlabeled training data is easy to obtain. These methods are effective and have high applicability, but there is one problem in that this method cannot obtain labeled data for senses in the lexicon that do not appear in the labeled data (we call this an unseen sense).
The other type of method intended to offset the lack of labeled data is automatic labeled data expansion [Agirre and Martinez 2000; Mihalcea and Moldovan 1999] . They proposed expanding the amount of labeled data through a Web search using monosemous synonyms or unique expressions in definitions from WordNet [Fellbaum 1998 ]. These methods are also effective, and may be able to obtain labeled data even for unseen senses. But one expected problem is that the performance is influenced by sense bias (i.e., sense frequency) which varies with the corpora [Agirre and Martinez 2004] .
Therefore, in this article, we propose a method that synergistically combines automatic labeled data expansion and semi-supervised learning. Our proposal takes a twostep approach: in the first step (Step 1), we automatically expand the labeled training data from raw corpora. In this step, we aim to expand the labeled training data even for unseen and infrequent senses.
Then, in the second step (
Step 2), we apply a semi-supervised classifier. In this step, we aim to achieve an improvement and adjust the sense bias using easy-to-get unlabeled data. In this step, we also compare the results obtained by using given labeled training data only to show the benefits of our combination method. We also show its effectiveness for unseen senses.
This article is structured as follows. We describe the target task in Section 2. We describe our automatic labeled data expansion method (Step 1) in Section 3, evaluate the data quality using an experiment and human evaluation in Section 4. We then apply a semi-supervised learning method (Step 2) in Section 5. We conduct a further experiment to investigate its effectiveness against unseen senses in Section 6. We conclude the article in Section 7.
SEMEVAL-2010: JAPANESE WSD
In this article, we target the SemEval-2010 Japanese WSD task. The sense inventory used in this task was the Iwanami Japanese Dictionary ( [Nishio et al. 1994] ). Iwanami was originally a paper dictionary. We show a typical Iwanami entry in Figure 1 . As shown, each Iwanami entry has POS information and definition sentences, and most entries have example sentences. Iwanami uses four hierarchical layers to construct word sense descriptions. In this task, senses on the third layer are used in the evaluation phase. For example, in Figure 1 , senses 0-0-1-0, 0-0-1-1 and 0-0-1-2 are merged into 0-0-1, therefore 0-0-1 and 0-0-8 are used as correct senses. Iwanami includes 60,321 entries split into 85,870 senses, which are merged into 79,611 senses at the third layer. For this task, 50 words (22 nouns, 23 verbs, and 5 adjectives) are selected as the targets, which are split into 219 senses at the third layer; of these, 144 senses appear in the given labeled training data. On the other hand, 9 senses are unseen senses that appear in both Iwanami and the test data, but not in the labeled data. Both the labeled training and test data are part of the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Japanese: BCCWJ 1 , which is morphologically analyzed by UniDic 2 and handcorrected. For each target word, 50 instances are provided in both the training and test data. We show an example of the given labeled data in Example (1). The given labeled data are morphologically analyzed, but have no information about the base forms, therefore we added the base forms (lemma) automatically. The given data are also partly tagged with sense IDs of Iwanami.
One characteristic of this task is that the labeled training and test data come from heterogeneous corpora. The labeled training data include extracts form books and magazines (PB), newspaper articles (PN), and government white papers (OW). The test data also include documents from a Q&A site on the WWW (OC). In Table I , we show the domain from which the training and test sentences were taken. As shown in the table, their distributions are quite different. Of particular interest, OC accounts for 31% of the test data, which is not included in the training data. Another characteristic of this task is that the both training and test data include new senses (called X) that are not defined in the dictionary, Iwanami. However, in this article, we do not focus on domain adaptation or guessing X, because 50 instances are insufficient for both investigating domain adaptation and guessing new senses as reported by Fujita et al. [2010] 7:4 S. Fujita and A. Fujino and Shirai and Nakamura [2010] . However, we target unseen senses (which appear in test data and defined in the dictionary, but do not appear in the labeled training data).
METHOD FOR AUTOMATIC LABELED DATA EXPANSION: STEP 1
In this section, we introduce our automatic labeled data expansion method (Step 1).
The main aim of this step is to obtain reliable labeled data even for unseen and infrequent senses.
As mentioned in Section 1, several labeled data expansion methods have been proposed, such as Mihalcea and Moldovan [1999] and Martinez [2000, 2004] . They mainly used WordNet's monosemous synsets (for example,"recollect" for remember 1 ) for Web search. This kind of method is effective, and offers the possibility of supplying labeled data for unseen senses. Unfortunately, we cannot obtain monosemous synonyms because our target task is not tagged with WordNet.
Therefore, in this article, instead of these methods, we propose a method that provides reliable labeled data using example sentences from a dictionary. Such sentences are informative, but in most cases with paper dictionaries such as Iwanami, the examples are fragmentary to save space (in Iwanami, the average fragment is four words long). Therefore, we attempt to extract longer, more natural and high quality labeled data from the raw corpus, under strict conditions using the fragmentary examples.
That is, first, we extract example sentences (EX) from Iwanami. Then, we collect sentences that include an exact match for Iwanami's example for sense (s k ) of headword (h) . Finally, we morphologically analyze the candidate sentences, and if both the base form and the coarse POS correspond to those of h, we tag the words with s k and add the sentences to the labeled data.
For example, we can extract an example sentence as in Example (2), from 37713-0-0-1-2 in Figure 1 . In Example (2), the headword is in boldface and is tagged with '37713-0-0-1-2' (at the third layer, '37713-0-0-1').
(2) fude o toru pens ACC pick up "(I) start writing"
The data used in the Japanese WSD task is part of the BCCWJ corpus. Therefore, we use the remainder of the BCCWJ to extract the labeled data. Note that its morphological information is not hand-corrected. According to the readme file that comes with the BCCWJ, it includes about 43 million words.
We show an example of extracted labeled data in Example (3). The underlined part is exactly the same as the example sentence in Example (2). Therefore we tag toru "pick up/take" with 37713-0-0-1-2 and add this entire sentence to the labeled training data.
(3) kurushiku te mo , fude o toru ki ha sarani okora naka ta painful conj however, pens ACC pick up feel TOP moreover become not did "However painful it was, I could not start writing" Because of our strict condition, the size and variation of the extracted labeled data are limited. However, this method gives us longer and more natural reliable labeled data. Given that most languages have dictionaries, and most of these dictionaries include examples, we expect that our method will be applicable to other languages.
We show the size of the given (Trn) and extracted labeled data (Auto) in Table II . As shown, the extracted labeled data give less coverage of sense type to the given labeled data, but provide many more instances. On average, 130 labeled sentences were extracted per example, for 326 out of 1,450 example sentences. Moreover, labeled instances for 9 unseen senses were extracted from Iwanami's EX, and five unseen senses were extracted from BCCWJ. In Table II , we also show the average number of characters per sentence in each case. As shown, the original example sentences are very short, however, the extracted labeled sentences are about eight times longer than the length of original example sentences.
EVALUATION OF OUR LABELED DATA EXPANSION METHOD: STEP 1
In this section, we investigate the reliability and effectiveness of our automatic labeled data expansion. For this purpose, in Section 4.1, we investigate its performance on the Japanese WSD task when we apply the supervised learning approach with and without the extracted labeled data. Then in Section 4.2, we also provide a quantitative analysis of the extracted labeled data.
Performance over Japanese WSD Task
4.1.1. System Description. Machine Learning Methods. We constructed supervised and semi-supervised WSD classifiers for each target word, based on machine learning methods. The classifiers for a target word were designed to select a sense from a set of pre-defined senses for each instance of the target word.
In
Step 1, we employed a Maximum Entropy Model (MEM) [Nigam et al. 1999 ] to design the supervised WSD classifier. Let x denote the feature vector for an instance of a target word and s ∈ {s 1 , . . . , s k , . . . , s K } denote a sense of the target word. For the supervised WSD classifier, for the target words, the conditional probability of s given x is modeled as the following.
where
is a parameter matrix and w T k represents the transposed vector of w k . We estimated the parameter matrix value by using labeled data.
Features. For each target word w, we used the surface form, the base form, the POS tag, and the coarse POS categories, such as nouns, verbs, and adjectives of w. Then we also used the bag-of-words for the same sentence. Here the target is the ith word, so we also used the same information for the i − 2, i − 1, i + 1, and i + 2nd words. We used bigrams, trigrams, and skipbigrams back and forth within three words. We also used domain type, PB, PN, OW, or OC, as features. Analytical Setting. One anticipated problem with our expansion method in Step 1 is that the extracted data may have a different sense distribution from that of the test data. Therefore, to investigate trends based on sense distribution, we employed the entropy E(w) of the frequency distribution in given labeled data, which is given by the following equation.
where p(s k |w) is the probability that word w has sense s k . In other words, p(s k |w) and then E(w) reflect sense frequency bias. Note that p(s k |w) differs from P(s k |x), which is the probability given each instance of the target word. Entropy E(w) will be lower if one particular sense appears more frequently. Therefore, following the SENSEVAL-2 Japanese WSD task [Shirai 2003 ], we divided the target words into three classes: difficult (D diff : E(w) ≥ 1), middle (D mid : 0.5 ≤ E(w) < 1), and easy (D easy : E(w) < 0.5). There were nine target words for D diff , 20 for D mid , and 21 for D easy .
Results and Discussion:
Step 1. Learning Curves. Because of our strict condition, the variation in the extracted labeled data is limited, so the system may experience over-learning. So first we investigated the learning curves by limiting the number of added labeled instances for each Iwanami example. Table III shows average accuracies over target words obtained with various number of added labeled instances per example. L# in the table shows the upper bound for adding labeled instances per example. We used all extracted labeled instances when the number was less than #.
We adjusted the parameters based on a five-fold cross-validation of the given labeled data. The best result (RALI-2, [Brosseau-Villeneuve et al. 2010] ) in a formal run of SemEval-2010 is also shown in Table III for reference; the system uses the most frequent sense as a baseline.
Using only the given labeled data (we call this Trn, 77.4%), we achieved an improvement over the best published method (76.4%). Even just one labeled instance per example gave better results (78.5 %) than the given labeled data alone, and 30 labeled instances gave the best result (79.9%), see total 3 . Table III shows the accuracy per entropy based difficulty band. We found an interesting trend, namely that expanding the labeled data tended to degrade the accuracy for easy words (D easy ), but improved it for middle (D mid ) and difficult words (D diff ). With easy words, the best result (91.5%) was achieved with the selection of the most frequent sense. On the other hand, especially for difficult words, expansion was very effective, and using all extracted instances gave a +7.8% (= 68.9 − 61.1) improvement over Trn. Difficult word means that many more senses appear in the corpus. In other words, more instances are needed to guess the sense correctly, our method is especially effective for such difficult words.
Adding Original Example Sentences. Next, we investigated other conditions. As shown in Section 3, in Iwanami, there are 1,450 original example sentences, such as sentence (2), for the target words. However we could use only 362 example sentences to extract labeled instances, such as in sentence (3). Therefore, 1,088 (= 1,450 − 362) example sentences were not used to extract labeled data.
Accordingly, we also added original example sentences in three patterns: that is adding [1] all the original example sentences (EX), [2] 30 extracted labeled instances (L30) and EX, and [3] L30 and unused example sentences (EXrL) that yielded no labeled data. These results are also shown at the bottom of Table III 4 .
As shown in Table III , the third pattern (+L30 +EXrL) gave the best results (80.2%), and is superior to the patterns using all original examples. The original examples tend to be short, but because shorter examples are easier to match to the raw corpus, we can filter out the examples in EXrL that are too short.
Human Evaluation of Extracted Labeled Data
We also provide a quantitative analysis of the extracted labeled data. The first five sentences extracted from BCCWJ were checked manually. They included 1,038 sentences for 47 words split into 114 senses, of which 979 sentences (94.3%) were considered correct.
Because Iwanami differs from WordNet, it is not possible to make a direct comparison with other expansion methods such as Mihalcea and Moldovan [1999] . However, the quality of this manual evaluation result is comparable to that (95.7%) reported in Mihalcea and Moldovan [1999] .
The major reason for wrong extractions was idiomatic usage. For example, the target word jikan "time" has a sense "span from some point to other point" with an example sentence jikan no mondai "a matter of time" which is an idiom. However, it has a literal use in one of the 5 extracted instances, as shown in Example (4). (4) [ To judge whether an expression is an idiom or not is very difficult [Hashimoto and Kawahara 2009] , then to filter these wrong instances automatically is difficult.
The second major reason for wrong extraction is bad segmentation. For example, for an example sentence, (kazu o toru "count", we extracted Example (5). The underlined part in Example (5) matches to the above example, but the segmentation is different:
tensuu "score lit: point count" should not have been separated. We will be able to filter these wrong instances by using full morphological information about the example sentences. (5) pepatesuto deha ii tensuu o toru no kamo shire mase n ga ne written test on high score ACC get that maybe know not but particle "However, (He) may be able to get a high score on written tests"
Summarization in Step 1
In this step, we extracted labeled data automatically using example sentences from Iwanami. This method gave us longer, more natural and higher quality labeled data from the raw corpus, and we could obtain labeled data even for unseen and infrequent senses.
Step 1 provided superior performance (80.2%) to the state-of-the-art result (76.4%), proving the high effectiveness of this method.
However, it may be difficult to achieve any further improvement because the extracted data may have an unnatural sense distribution (sense bias), some errors, and limited variations. Therefore, to realize an improvement, we employ a semi-supervised learning method in Step 2.
EMPLOYING SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING METHOD: STEP 2
Step 2 uses a semi-supervised WSD classfier for each target word by using the succesful semi-supervised learning method called Maximum Hybrid Log-likelihood Expectation (MHLE) . It was reported that the MHLE method was useful for obtaining better classification performance, especially when there is a large difference between the distributions of the labeled and test data. As mentioned in Section 2, the data of the Japanese WSD task ranges across very different types of corpora; ranging from formal government articles to rough Web data. That was the reason that we employed the MHLE method. To compare its performance to another method using unlabeled data, we tested the self-training based bootstrapping method.
In this section, we first describe the outline of the MHLE-based semi-supervised WSD classifier (in Section 5.1), introduce our base line system (in Section 5.2), and then we present our method for extracting unlabeled data (in Section 5.3). Finally, we undertake an experiment and investigate the effectiveness of our combination of semisupervised learning and labeled data expansion (in Section 5.4).
MHLE-Based Semi-Supervised WSD Classifier
In the MHLE-based semi-supervised WSD classifier for a target word, the conditional probability, P(s|x), of sense s ∈ {s 1 , . . . , s k , . . . , s K } given the feature vector x of a word instance is modeled by a combination of discriminative and generative models, P d (s|x; W) and p g (x, s; ), where W and are the respective parameters of these models. By applying the classifier form and training method presented in Fujino et al. [2010] , we define P(s|x) as the following. We also provide objective function J for the parameter estimation of P(s k |x; W, , β) by using labeled and unlabeled datasets, L = {(x n , s n )} N n=1 , and U = {x m } M m=1 as the following.
Here, β(> 0) is a combination weight. W and can be estimated as the values that maximize J for a fixed value of β. The local optimal solution of W and around an initial value can be obtained by an iterative process such as the EM algorithm [Dempster et al. 1977] . Namely, the MHLE-based semi-supervised WSD classifier is constructed by combining the discriminative and generative models trained on both labeled and unlabeled samples (See Fujino et al. [2010] for details of the combination and training methods).
We employed a maximum entropy model (multinomial logistic regression model) and a naive Bayes model as P d (s|x; W) and p g (x, s; ), as well as the text classifier presented in Fujino et al. [2010] . In the naive Bayes model, the probability distribution of x = (x 1 , . . . , x i , . . . , x V ) given s is regarded as a multinomial distribution:
, and the joint probability distribution of x and s is modeled as p g (x, s; ) = p g (x|s; )P(s). Here, θ si > 0 and V i=1 θ si = 1. V represents the dimension of feature vector x, and θ si is the probability that the ith feature appears in an instance whose sense is s.
= {θ si } s,i is the parameter set of the naive Bayes model. In our experiments, we set P(s) = 1/K. We used Gaussian and Dirichlet priors as p(W) and p( ), respectively. We tuned the β (∈ 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10) value by five-fold cross-validation of the labeled data.
Baseline System: Self-Training Based Bootstrapping
In this section, we introduce the general bootstrapping method, we also use it as a baseline in addition to MEM on Trn. According to Mihalcea [2004] , the general bootstrapping process is described as shown in Figure 2 . Mihalcea [2004] examined performance with both co-training and self-training, however we used self-training to compare the results under the same features with MHLE, that is we need one supervised classifier C, so we employ MEM. As unlabeled data U, we used the same unlabeled data offered to MHLE (See in Section 5.3). We used up to 10,000 unlabeled data (P), and tested using G values of 10, 20, 30, ... ,100. 
Extracting Unlabeled Data
As unlabeled data, we extract sentences that include the target words from BCCWJ corpus. We show an example in Example (6), the boldface part indicates the target word.
(6) nengu ni toru beshi annual tax as assess should "(You) should assess the annual tax on (someone)"
Because of the looser restriction, we can extract many more sentences than the labeled data in Section 3. For example, from BCCWJ alone, we can extract more than 10,000 instances for 22 words and more than 1,000 instances for the remaining words except for one wird (i.e.
hitotsu "one").
Experiment and Evaluation:
Step 2 In this section, we describe an experiment in which we employed a semi-supervised classifier based on MHLE. This experiment has two purposes: to investigate the effectiveness of (a) MHLE based semi-supervised WSD, and (b) automatically expanded data as labeled data.
Results and Discussion:
Step 2. Table IV shows the results we obtained using the unlabeled data extracted from BCCWJ. In this experiment, we limited the unlabeled data to 10, 100, 200, 300, 500, and 1,000 instances. The smaller unlabeled data sets are subsets of the larger unlabeled data. We also use the given labeled data and several types of expanded data as labeled data. In addition, we showed the best bootstrapping results among all settings as a base line.
To visualize this, we show some learning curves in Figures 3-7 which use log scales. In Figures 3-6 , we compare MHLE with given labeled data to bootstrapping method for each difficulty (D easy , D mid and D diff ). In Figure 7 , we compare the several settings for
MHLE.
Effectiveness of MHLE. When we use only the given labeled data (Trn), 300 unlabeled data instances gave the best performance (82.8%), and it achieved a +5.4% (= 82.8 − 77.4) improvement.
In addition, in contrast with the results in Section 4, some improvements were achieved even for easy words (D easy ). In Section 5.1, it was reported that MHLE was robust even when the labeled and test data were very different, as with the Japanese WSD task, since they came from heterogeneous corpus.
Next we focus on the bootstrapping method. As shown in Figures 3-6 , except for D easy , the best results with bootstrapping are always superior to MEM on Trn. In the case of D easy , the result by MEM on Trn was already high, and adding more instances degraded the accuracy. However, in the case of D diff , since the result by MEM on Trn was low, bootstrapping was effective, although it started to weaken at the last part. These accuracies are lower than not only MHLE but also the results in Step 1 (for example, we plot the precisions for Trn + L30 in Figures 3-6) .
Therefore, we can say that this semi-supervised WSD using a hybrid generative/discriminative approach (MHLE) is effective (with respect to purpose (a) above).
Effectiveness of Automatically Expanded Labeled Data.
We used several types of expanded data as labeled data; that is, Trn +EX, +L1, +L30, +L1 +EXrL, and +L30 +EXrL. Note that Trn +L30 +EXrL gave the best result in Step 1.
As shown in Table IV , all of the automatically expanded labeled data provided better results than the given training data alone. Therefore, we can say that these Note: For bootstrapping, we add G most confidential unlabeled data into labeled data per iteration, and the x-axes shows the cumulative sum. automatically expanded data are better than the given labeled data alone as labeled data (as regards purpose (b) above).
The labeled data Trn +L30 +EXrL gave the best results in Step 1, but the data that achieved the best result overall was Trn +L1. This shows that ultimately the original (fragmentary) example sentences are no match for the real world sentences extracted from raw corpora. By comparing +L1 with +L30, for easy words in particular, +L1 produced better results than +L30 probably because of the sense bias. But for difficult words, +L30 produced better results than +L1.
In conclusion, larger labeled data expansion is also effective for our combination method for more difficult words.
Learning Curves for Sample Words. As shown above, MHLE works very effectively, but that is no assurance that larger unlabeled data sets give better results. We show some learning curves for sample target words in D mid , using Trn +L1 as the labeled data in Figure 8 . As this figure shows, the behavior is very different from that of the target words. Note: The horizontal lines show the results by MEM (that is, Step 1 only and without unlabeled instances) and RALI-2, which is the best result in SemEval-2010. Fig. 8 . Learning curves for sample target words using expanded training data (Trn +L1) as the labeled data (by MHLE). For some words, accuracy remains unsaturated (For example, yoi "good"), and the accuracy of some words actually falls (for example, motu "have"). Therefore, we should decide whether more unlabeled instances should be added or not, by referring to the results of cross-validation over the training data. In future work, we will investigate the causes of improvement or degradation.
Effectiveness for Unseen Senses.
One of the advantages of our method is that it can provide training data even for unseen senses (which did not appear in the given training data but were in the dictionary). Therefore, we investigated the accuracy for unseen senses. In the Japanese WSD task, there are 18 instances with 9 unseen senses (See Section 3). Table V shows the results for the 18 instances.
When we use expanded labeled data, the system can sometimes guess the unseen senses. The best performance (9 correct (50.0%)) was achieved with +L30, because more labeled data were provided even for unseen senses. With +L1, 6 instances (33.3%) were correct.
Of course, these unseen senses have no given labeled data (Trn), so the accuracy is 0% on Trn. Since, no method based on given labeled data alone (Trn) can guess these senses correctly, this constitutes a significant improvement. Note: For all unseen senses, we could extract labeled data in Step 1 (Section 3).
We mentioned two known problems with WSD, unseen senses and sense bias, in Section 1. In this article, we proposed a combined method of automatic labeled data expansion (Step 1) and semi-supervised learning method (Step 2).
Step 1 alone can supply labeled data even for unseen senses but tends to increase the sense bias problem.
Step 2 alone can adjust sense bias using unlabeled data but it can not guess unseen senses. The synergism of the Step 1 and Step 2 combination compensates for weak points. That is, our combination method can guess unseen senses and adjust sense bias, if not perfect.
Error Analysis.
In this section, we analyze the most frequent errors. We list the test instances which were always wrongly classified, in the all experiments in Section 5.4. Table VI shows the number of listed error instances. As described in Section 2, in this article, we do not focus on guessing new senses (X) that have no labeled data and are not defined in the dictionary. Therefore, nine instances, the first row in Table VI , is impossible from the start. Accordingly, we looked over the remain 173 instances (= 192 − 9) other than the nine new senses.
Because the error reasons are unclear, we can not elucidate the reasons correctly. However, we did identify some topical reasons. Of those 173 instances, roughly half were difficult even for humans (some were clearly mislabeled). The remainder were incorrectly classified by our system (some were idiomatic usages). In other words, almost half of the errors may have some room for improvement.
For example, okii "big", whose inflected form is okiku "big", appears in both Examples (7) and (8). Both are tagged with "exaggeration" (5167-0-0-2), and are classified into a sense "major" (5167-0-0-1) by our system. Actually, we think the sense of Example (7) is "major" (5167-0-0-1) and the original tag is wrong. However, Example (8) has a correct tag. Correct classifying is difficult because the sentence is very short, but since the usage is idiomatic, even one labeled instance may allow our system to achieve accurate classifying. (7) sanshin ga toreru no ha , honnin no kimochi mo okii darou . strikeout NOM can get that TOP, the person of mind even major might. "The major reason that (He) can get strikeouts is his state of mind."
" okiku de ta wa ne " " big say PAST PARTICLE PARTICLE " "(You) made a big claim (!) "
Impact of Features Derived from Automatically Extracted Training Data.
To analyze the effect of automatically extracted labeled sentences on WSD classifiers based on MEM and MHLE, P(s k |x;Ŵ) and P(s k |x;Ŵ,ˆ , β), shown in Equations (1) and (3), respectively, we introduce an entropy score of the weightsψ ik estimated for the ith feature as the following. We focus on "Trn + L1" for MEM, and "Trn + U300 + L1" for MHLE, because they use minimal numbers of extracted labeled sentences and may make it easier to discern the impact. To find the features derived from just extracted labeled sentences, we compared the features of "Trn + L1" and "Trn + U300 + L1" to those of "Trn" and "Trn + U300", respectively.
We explain here the actual flow and take "Trn + L1" as an example.
(1) we sort the features on"Trn + L1" by entropy e i .
(2) we divide the features into 10 groups with bin size of 10%.
(3) we find the features different between "Trn" and "Trn + L1". (4) we investigate which of the 10 groups hold the different features.
In Table VII , we show the results for different features between "Trn + L1" and "Trn", then in Table VIII , for "Trn + U300 + L1" and "Trn + U300". According to Table IV, these accuracies are 77.4% for "Trn", 78.5% for "Trn + L1", 82.8% for "Trn + U300", and 84.2% for 'Trn + U300 + L1".
As shown in Tables VII and VIII, the features derived from extracted labeled data tend to have smaller entropy, that is, they are more effective in discriminating the senses. In the case of "Trn + L1", Table VII, more than 45% of the different features are located in the top three groups. In the case of 'Trn + U300 + L1", Table VIII , almost 40% are located in the top group, and when it comes to D mid , 47.3% are in the top group. According to Table IV, "Trn + U300 + L1", yielded the best results overall and in D mid . Therefore, we can say the features derived from extracted labeled data worked effectively, especially in the case of MHLE.
EFFECTIVENESS FOR PSEUDO UNSEEN SENSES
We showed the effectiveness of our method for unseen senses in Section 5.4.2. However, the number of unseen senses was very small, so we conducted a more comprehensive experiment. We also compare the quality of original labeled data tagged by humans to that of automatically extracted data, and investigate the commutativity.
In this experiment, first, we delete the original labeled data tagged with a sense for each target word, that is we make pseudo unseen senses. Second, we add original hand-made (Trn) or automatically extracted labeled instances (Auto) as labeled data little by little, and examine the resulting learning curves. Note: Total number of features is 357,085 for "Trn + U300" and 361,972 for "Trn + U300 + L1"; therefore, the differences of them, 4,887, came from only extracted labeled data alone.
Selection of Pseudo Unseen Senses
In this article, we employ two methods to select pseudo unseen senses: [1] we select a sense randomly per word for all 50 words (we call this Rand), [2] we select the most frequent sense per word for 21 words (we call this Mfs) 5 The random selection (Rand) may look fair, however, the size of Trn and Auto are unbalanced. Therefore, in Mfs, to compare the results achieved with the same number of added Trn and Auto, we selected 21 target words which have more than 30 sentences in both Trn and Auto.
We show the data size of selected pseudo unseen senses in Table IX . 5 The selected words in Mfs are genba "field", ikiru "alive", shakai "society", susumeru "go ahead", tuyoi "strong", hiraku "open", mono "things", okii "big", yaru "do", aite "other person", jikan "time", ichiba "market", ireru "put in", te "hand", deru "go out", hajime "beginning", hayai "early", motsu "have", kankei "relation", au "match", and noru "ride". a The number of test data is 50 per word, and one target word, outside "soto", appeared as only one sense in test data. Fig. 9 . Accuracy over the whole Test Data (delete Randomly Selected Senses: Rand). 
Results and Discussion Using Pseudo Unseen Senses
We add the labeled instances in Trn or Auto tagged with the pseudo unseen senses, then calculated the learning curves for Rand Figures 9 and 11 , and for Mfs, Figures 10 and 12 .
In Figures 9-12 , MHLE-Trn and MHLE-Auto show the results applying MHLE with 300 unlabeled instances (U300), because this gave the best performance in most cases of Section 5.4. We also show the cases applying MEM over the same labeled data (MEM-Trn and MEM-Auto).
Figures 9 and 10 show the accuracies over the whole test data of the target words. Figures 11 and 12 show the performance over the pseudo unseen senses. In these figures, we use F measures, because using more labeled data tagged with pseudo unseen senses may tend to mislabel other senses as pseudo unseen senses.
The x-axes in Figures 9-12 show the number of added labeled sentences (the max number is limited to 30). However, as shown in Table IX , in the case of Rand, many senses have less than 30 labeled sentences in Trn and Auto. Therefore, if there are fewer labeled sentences than the number indicated by x-axes, we show the results with all labeled sentences. That is, even if the number on the x-axes are 30, some target senses are added only one or so labeled sentences in Rand.
On the other hand, in the case of Mfs, because the target pseudo unseen senses have more than 30 labeled sentences in both Trn and Auto, we used exactly the same number of sentences as shown by the x-axes. In the cases of applying MHLE, for up to five sentences, adding Auto and Trn yielded almost the same accuracy. However, when adding more than 10 sentences, Trn was more accurate than Auto. The reasons might be that Auto includes some errors and it's variation is limited because of the strict condition established at Step 1. In both MHLE-Trn and MHLE-Auto, the learning curve became almost flat in the last half.
When applying MEM, there is much more difference between MEM-Trn and MEM-Auto reflecting the variation or quality of labeled data, although the line of MEM-Auto is not completely flat even when adding 30 sentences. Comparing MHLE-Auto to MEM-Trn, MHLE-Auto shows much higher performance when the labeled data is very small, and almost the same performance after 15 sentences. Therefore, MHLE with automatically extracted labeled data is better than MEM with hand-made labeled data.
Performance over Pseudo Unseen Senses.
We investigate the performances for the pseudo unseen senses (Figures 11 and 12) . As for the whole test data (Figures 9  and 10 ), the initial parts of MHLE-Trn and MHLE-Auto are much better than MEM-Trn and MEM-Auto. Increasing the amount of labeled data makes the difference decrease, then MEM-Trn becomes the same as or exceeds MHLE-Auto but not MHLE-Trn. Common Caption: These cases are added some automatically extracted labeled data (Auto) previously.
Note: "Pre +# Auto" shows the number of previously added Auto. 300 unlabeled instances (U300) per word are used in all cases.
Note that, in the case of no addition, because there is no labeled data for pseudo unseen senses, MEM, which is a supervised learner, cannot guess pseudo unseen senses (F measure is 0%). However, MHLE can guess some pseudo unseen senses, its F measure is 19.8% (recall of 11.1%), because, MHLE, which is a semi-supervised learner, assumes that unlabeled data that is very different from labeled data is unseen sense and use them for learning, allowing it to develop classification rules for unseen senses. Furthermore, even just one labeled sentence yielded a strong improvement, F measure of 66.3% (recall of 51.8%) in MHLE-Auto.
The final performance of MHLE-Auto is lower than or equal to that of MHLE-Trn and MEM-Trn, however we can say it is very high, if we consider the fact that these are the results over unseen senses and MHLE-Auto does not need hand-made labeled data.
Effectiveness of Previous Addition of Automatically Extracted Labeled Data.
Further experiments were performed using several settings. We described above that the automatically extracted training data (Auto) does not yield the same quality as the handmade training data (Trn). However, of course, because it was extracted automatically, if it has no bad influence, we can use the data at the beginning, which may reduce the amount of hand-made training data needed, or we can add training data by hand depending on budget and time.
Therefore, we investigate the influence by previous addition of 1, 5, 15, and 30 Auto before adding Trn. The learning curves are also shown in Figures 13-16 , for reference, MHLE-Trn are also shown.
From Figures 13-16 , the curves converge on the almost same point, therefore, the influence of the automatically extracted data is not bad. In addition, the starting point became much higher, for example only five sentences in Rand, 77.5% for whole accuracy, and 77.4% of F measure for pseudo unseen senses. As shown in these figures, adding automatically extracted training instances is very beneficial when it is hard to get hand-made training data. Then also we can reduce the amount of needed hand-made labeled data.
Therefore, from the point of view of practical aspect, it is good methods that can automatically and previously create several labeled instances in advance, then make labeled data by hand depending on budget and time.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed a combined WSD method consisting of automatic labeled data expansion (Step 1) and semi-supervised learning (Step 2). We targeted the SemEval-2010 Japanese WSD task, and showed the effectiveness of our proposed method.
Step 1, we automatically extract labeled data from raw corpora. We could extract longer, more natural and higher quality labeled data even for unseen senses.
This step by itself yields higher performance (80.2%) than the best result (76.4%) in the formal run of the Japanese WSD task.
Step 2 employs semi-supervised learning. As the semi-supervised learning method, we employ the hybrid generative/discriminative approach (MHLE), because this method is known to be robust even when the labeled and test data are very different as in the Japanese WSD task, since they come from heterogeneous corpus.
As a result, in this step MHLE achieved a good performance (82.8%), even when using only the given training data as labeled data. Moreover, we showed the effectiveness of our expanded data as labeled data. We investigated which type of expanded data was the best as labeled data, and showed that adding only one sentence per original example was the best as labeled data (84.2%); it makes it possible for the system to guess even unseen senses (33.3%). In other words, when using labeled data for semisupervised learning, minimum expansion provides the best performance and protects the system against sense bias.
However, for the words in D mid and D diff , adding 30 extracted data instances per word gave better results than adding one instance; the accuracy became 50.0% for unseen senses. Therefore, in future work, we intend to perform experiments in which we change the amount of expanded labeled data based on Entropy-based difficulties.
In addition, we investigated the commutativity of automatically extracted training data, by deleting a sense per target word and adding original training data and automatically extracted data little by little. As a result, the quality of automatically extracted data does not match that of hand-made training data, but it achieved high accuracy considering that it is for unseen senses. In addition, the preliminary addition of automatically extracted data helps to raise the quality of the starting point. Experiments showed that it is of great value when the hand-made training data is hard to obtain.
In future work, we also intend to investigate the reasons for over learning in Step 1 and Step 2, by changing the labeled and unlabeled data.
APPENDIX
We show all target words and the size of data in the following 
